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A Pleasant Surprise!This will be preached from the Mountain Top , set on
stone , and should be engraved as the first commandment from any doctor
having an individual complain of joint pain . I didn't expect to be so
pleased with this book. It certainly isn't an apology, but encouragement
to consult and occasionally doubt what your physician tells you. Funny
how we have been taught just to have a pill to "treatment all" if that
is what we are informed! This practical little publication gives us
permission to question or switch doctors.. not just hand out a
prescription to pacify your worries & Plenty of it we already know,
nonetheless it is good to listen to it again. This is an extremely
positive book that should be read over and over, just like a "shot in
the arm" to feeling better from within!. They are able to only do so
very much to help their individuals. this writer backs up my fears.
However, doctors need to be honest with their patients and do more for
them to treat the complete body and not simply their symptoms. look for
a doctor who genuinely cares. Five Stars everyone should browse
Schneider, the author, on what to look for, how to start a wellness plan
and get started in feeling and doing better in all respects of our
lives. causes even more complications in the long term. I would
recommend that everyone read this book because very few people
understand that doctors aren't Gods. Furthermore he w has suffered
enough disease that he has had the same experiences we all end up with
eventually, or possess family members with these issues. fantastic way
to obtain information and it manuals us to become inter-active with our
healthcare providers. what's never to like? Good to hear your physician
apologize for all the physicians. interesting medical information The
truth from your physician that is brutally honest and amazingly
informative. fears of the whole medical system for good reason from
personal experience & Good practical details to take control of your own
wellness & I've cut my use of sugar down nearly to nothing in the last
four weeks and also have experienced the most miraculous healing . Treat
the route cause and not simply the symptoms. It's unfortunate that
doctors only have enough time to spend with each patient and just rush
them through without trying to get to know their patients' lifestyle so
far as diet and exercise, etc. It appears it really is about the money
and not in what truly matters. It's quite sad! GREAT DOCTOR! Loved just
how he looks in health and how to treat it. How to tak3 responsibility
for just one self. Time to get Good. Until this book I've never really
had my doctor or expert profoundly state how glucose is a must to
elimate in my diet referring to my arthritic knees . There is such good
advice from Dr. They need to discuss with the patient about their life-
style and get to the bottom of why the individual is having symptoms..
I've only this physician and this book to thank. A Surprise!I received a
free copy of the book in exchange for an honest review Better to stay
away from doctors I've always had suspicions &MANY THANKS Dr. Schneider
!! Very unusual doctor that I admire quite definitely. Very insightful.



Worth your time A well writtten and informative reserve for everyone who
accepts some responsibility because of their health and desires better
for themselves and family. Easy read, enabling for those who want to
understand their health needs Love this reserve, short and concise -- I
recommend it to my individuals for reading to allow them to understand
their health concerns Five Stars Informative and entertaining to read.
Four Stars Very interesting but I'd have liked MORE! A great guy and an
excellent book Written by your physician I know personally. An excellent
guy and a great book. I first fulfilled him at the VA Clinic in
Pensacola, FL. Find an integrative practitioner who tries to get to the
main of the problem &
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